A lot of chemical engineering processes are based on chemical reactions between a gas and a component in a liquid phase. The gas has to be dissolved in the liquid phase. It is commonly admitted that the global gas-liquid mass transfer rate is controlled by phenomena occurring in layers close to the gas-liquid interface (mainly diffusion, but also convection and reactions). Therefore, a good understanding of these phenomena is required to achieve an optimization of the processes. This work deals with the development of a new experimental tool and an original procedure to study phenomena occurring during gas-liquid absorption coupled with chemical reactions in the liquid phase. The digital holographic interferometry is used to visualize the formation and the development of the diffusion boundary layer of the transferred mass in the liquid phase close to the gas-liquid interface. The gas-liquid mass absorption is realized inside a Hele-Shaw cell and a Mach-Zehnder interferometer is used to visualize the phenomena occurring in the liquid phase during this transfer. A procedure is developed to estimate the physico-chemical parameters (solubility, diffusion coefficient, kinetic constant, …) of a mass transfer model, coupling diffusion and chemical reactions, in the liquid of the Hele-Shaw cell. On the one hand, an image processing program is developed to extract quantitative information from the raw experimental results. On the other hand, a parametric estimation method, which is based on a non-linear least-square fitting, is developed to estimate the physico-chemical parameters of this mass transfer model from the experimental results. The presented method is used to study the gaseous CO2 absorption in NaHCO3-Na2CO3 aqueous solution. A mass transfer model, coupling diffusion and chemical reactions, in the liquid of the Hele-Shaw cell, is presented and solved numerically by a finite element method using the COMSOL Multiphysics software. A set of CO2 absorption experiments, using several couples of NaHCO3-Na2CO3 initial concentrations, is realized. The physico-chemicals parameters of the mass transfer model are estimated for some experiments. The obtained values are compared to the value calculated from correlations found in the literature. Using the estimated parameter values, a good agreement between the experimental and the simulated evolutions of the diffusion boundary layer is obtained. These results tend to validate the proposed procedure.
